District and Local Member Benefits Chairs,
TRTA Member Benefits has changes for you to highlight at your next meeting!

Member Benefits
November’s Gems of the Month

Texas Mobile Imaging has replaced Stroke Scan, Inc.
Texas Mobile Imaging offers 3 painless cardiovascular ultrasounds for the early detection and prevention of stroke
due to fatty plaque buildup in the carotid arteries of the neck, sudden death from rupture of an unfound abdominal
aorta aneurysm and leg amputation due to (P.A.D.), which is blocked arteries in the legs. TRTA Members receive a
discounted price of $110 ($135 regularly) for all 3 vascular scans ($300 - $1500 each in hospital) which will also
include complimentary ultrasound scans of the thyroid, gall bladder, liver and kidneys for any stones, cysts, or
tumors that could be cancerous, as well a complimentary heart rhythm screening for atrial fibrillation. Free
educational workshops on the prevention of stroke and vascular disease and actual scans can be done at TRTA
local unit meetings. Call Joey Wyatt at 832.437.1296 or email joey@txmobileimaging.com.

New Benefit!
Dallas Zoo Employee & Affiliate Online Discount Tickets Program
You are now able to buy discounted tickets for the Dallas Zoo with the
added convenience of printing your admission tickets from your
computer and presenting them at the entrance turnstiles bypassing ticket
booth lines. Purchasing admission tickets has never been easier!

You may purchase tickets immediately by visiting our exclusive Dallas
Zoo Employee & Affiliate Online Discount Tickets Store:
Go direct to our online store 24/7 at https://zootickets.dallaszoo.com
and enter this personalized Store Name: trta

FYI:

Under Discussion & just to keep Members Informed

If you are a woman and have been considering long term care, many companies are going to start genderbased pricing to make long term care insurance more expensive for women. If you don’t have long term
care and are interested, call AMBA at 800-258-7041, and find out what the current rates are for you.

